GENEALOGY HOW TO
Circ 929.1 Adv
Advanced genetic genealogy: techniques and case studies

Circ 929.1 Gen
Genealogy Success Stories: Personal problem-solving accounts to encourage, enlighten and inspire you

FAMILY HISTORIES
929.2 Duncombe
Duncombe, Ralph
Duncombe: a history with pedigrees of nine branches of the ancient family

929.2 Gill
Gill, Mary Katherine Ault
Ancestry of Stuart William Gill and his wife Mary Katherine Ault Gill

929.2 Greene
Greene family of England and America with pedigrees

929.2 Hubbell
Hubbell, Mary Ann Walker
Hubbell by choice: the ancestry of some early Connecticut women

929.2 Kinney
Kinney, Roger L.
Kinship: a story of the Kinneys, an English/American Family

929.2 Land
Brown, Dorothy
Loyalist’s Legacy: the family of Robert Land

929.2 Schuyler
Schuyler, Lambert
Three rebel families

929.2 Van Slyke
Schulze, Lorine McGinnis
Van Slyke family in America: A genealogy of Cornelise Antonissen Van Slyke, 1604-1676 and his Mohawk wife Ots-Toch...
New Additions to JCGL
July 2019

DAR:  Daughters of the American Revolution
929.3 DAR Index v. 151-166
Index to hidden lineages in the D. A. R. Lineage vols. 151 to 166

IRELAND
Circ 941.5 A101 Rya
Ryan, James G.
Guide to tracing your Dublin ancestors

941.5 A841 Phi
Philips’ 19th Century county atlas of Ireland with original consulting index and edited with new introduction by John D. Blackwell & Laurie CC. Stanley Blackwell

Circ 941.6 A101 Max
Maxwell, Ian
Researching Armagh ancestors: a practical guide for the family and local historian

941.61 T191 Gri
Griffith’s Valuation for the Union of Ballymena… County of Antrim [1862]

GREAT BRITAIN
942.35 T191 Dev
Devon hearth tax return, Lady Day 1674

942.37 H388 Red
Redley, Judith
Ruan Lanihone Parish recalled from records, writings and hearsay

942.41 M177 Glo v. 1
Gloucestershire Marriage Allegations 1637-1680 (with Surrogate Allegations to 1694)

942.41 M177 Glo v. 2
Marriage Allegations in the Diocese of Gloucester, Vol. II, 1681-1700

WALES
942.9 C242 Mem
Memorial inscriptions of the church of Saint Mary, Llanfair Mathafarn Eithaf, Anglesey, Gwynedd, Wales
NEW ENGLAND
974 G242 New
New England – New York Ancestors Before 1850

974 H388 Clo
Clough, Wilson Ober
*Dutch uncles and New England cousins: historical sketches of New York and New England during three hundred fifty years as illustrated by some of America’s earliest families*

974 N120 Bai
Bailey, Rosalie Fellows
*Dutch systems in family naming, New York, New Jersey*

CONNECTICUT
974.6 G192 Sel
Sellers, Helen Earle
*Connecticut Town Origins: their names, boundaries, early histories and first families*

NEW YORK
974.7 G242 New
Warden, Jean D.
*New York Genealogical and Biographical Record 113 Years Master Index, 1870-1982*

974.7 G242 Pur
Purple, Edwin R.
*Contributions to the History of Ancient Families of New Amsterdam and New York*

Circ 974.8 A101 Cli
Clint, Florence
*Pennsylvania area key: a guide to the genealogical records of the state of Pennsylvania, including maps, histories, charts and other helpful materials*

Circ 974.811 A101 Cli
Clint, Florence
*Philadelphia County Pennsylvania Area key: a guide to the genealogical records of Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania including maps, histories, charts, and other helpful materials*
Circ 974.812 A101 Cli
Clint, Florence
Montgomery County Pennsylvania Area key: A guide to the genealogical records of Montgomery County, Pennsylvania including maps, histories, charts, and other helpful materials

974.7 H388 Nel
Nellis, Milo
Mohawk Dutch and the Palatines: their background and their influence in the development of The United States of America

974.7 I522 Mas
Master index, New York state DAR genealogical records

974.72 H388 Hax
Haxtun, Annie Arnoux
Early settlers of New Amsterdam

974.721 C388 Sto
Stoutenburgh, Henry A.
Documentary history of the Dutch congregation of Oyster Bay, Queens County, Island of Nassau (New Long Island)

974.725 H388 Fer
Ferguson, Henry L.
Fishers Island, N.Y., 1614-1925

974.733 T191 Buc
Buck, Clifford M.
Beekman tax lists

974.757 B313 Ind
Index to DAR Bible records of Jefferson County, New York

974.762 H388 Exp
Exploring 200 Years of Oneida County History

974.765 H388 Bar
Barclay, Katherine J.
Brewerton, New York, U.S.A.
974.769 H388 His Index
*History of Seneca County, New York – the index & supplement 1786-1876*

974.769 H388 Pat
Patterson, Maurice L.
*Between the Lakes: the settlement and growth of South Seneca County, the town of Covert, the Village of Interlaken*

974.788 C248 Mac
MacNab, Margaret C.
*First footers: settlers around Monroe County [New York] before 1820*

**MICHIGAN**

977.4 A101 DeB
DeBoer, Shirley M.
*Research in Michigan*

977.4 G242 Mic v. 1
*Michigan Surname Index, volume 1, 1984*

977.4 G192 1838
*1838 Gazetteer of the State of Michigan...*

977.431 B352 Kna
Knapp, John I.
*Illustrated history and biographical record of Lenawee County, Mich.*

977.431 H388 Len
*Lenawee County, Michigan*

977.438 C248 1845
*Michigan State Census for Oakland County, 1845*

977.438 C242 Oak
*Oakland County, Michigan: St Mary’s and Royal Oak Cemeteries*

977.438 L142 Fir
*First Land Owners of Oakland County, Michigan*
977.438 M177 Mar
*Marriage returns for Oakland County, Michigan, 1836-1884*

**UTAH**
979.2 H388 Bea
*Bear River City: A History of Bear River City Utah, 1866 through 1972*

**CALIFORNIA**
Circ 979.4 H388 Edm
Edmonds, John G.
*Civil War: Northern California’s unrecognized valor*

979.465 G24 Nol
Nolte, Isabel Whann
*Early pioneers in the Livermore Valley, California were one big family*
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